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absorption cross-section. See nuclear
reaction
accelerator mass spectrometry, AMS
abundance sensitivity, 58
cathode, 56
low-energy AMS, 59
operation principle, 58–59
target preparation, 55
alpha-particle. See helium, radiogenic 4He
aluminium
background, 49
cosmogenic 26Al
AMS-target preparation, 56
applications, 49
half-life, 48
meteoric, 48
production pathways, 48–49
production rate in quartz, 49
target elements, 48
nucleogenic 26Al, 49
amalgamated sample, 91
angle of repose, 92
angular intensity distribution. See cosmic
ray angular intensity distribution
Antarctica, pressure anomaly, 70
Ar/Ar-dating, 62
argon
adsorbtion, 40
atmospheric, 40
atomic radius, 42
background, 40
cosmogenic 36Ar & 38Ar, 40
applications, 42
limitations, 42
production pathways, 41
production rates, 41

radiogenic 40Ar, 40
retention in minerals, 42
atmospheric depth, 12
attenuation coefficient. See attenuation
length
attenuation length
apparent. See attenuation length,
effective
effective, 13
energy dependence, 23
muons
as function of muon energy, 11
fast muons, 16
in atmosphere, 11
stopping negative muons, 16
neutrons
as function of altitude and
latitude, 11
in atmosphere, 11
in rock (thermal neutrons), 15
in rocks (high energy neutrons), 13
true, 13
attenuation path length, mean, 118, 119
high-energy neutrons, 13
thermal neutrons, 15
authigenic mineral, dating of, 133
beach, marine/lacustrine. See exposure
dating, depositional features
beryllium
cosmogenic 10Be
AMS-target preparation, 56
applications, 46
half-life, 44, 110
in carbonate, 45, 46
in olivine, 45, 46
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in pyroxene, 45–46
in quartz, 45
in sanidine, 45–46
interference by 10B, 56
meteoric, 45
dating of pedogenic
minerals, 133
production rate, 45
removal of, 45
production pathways, 45–46
production rate in quartz, 45
target elements, 45
useful time range, 46
cosmogenic 7Be
half-life, 44
meteoric, 133
isotopes in nature, 44
nucleogenic 10Be, 45–46
binding energy
nucleon, 17
a-particle, 17
bioturbation, 97, 126, 133
Bonner Sphere. See neutron monitor
branching ratio, 34
burial dating, 46, 49, 77, 109
cave sediment, 112
sampling, 112
complex burial history, 116
desert pavement/pediment, 117
dune/beach sand, 117
transient ice cover, 112, 117
transient soil cover, 117
deep water deposit, 112
depth profile, 113–115
equation for burial duration, 109
equation for nuclide concentration
in a paleo-soil, 113
equation for nuclide concentration
in sediment, near surface, 116
equation for ratio of two
radionuclides, 109
fast and complete burial, 111
features of a suitable isotope
pair, 109
isochron method, 113–116
paleo-soil, 112–113, 115
post-burial production, 112, 115–116
pre-exposure, 112–113
sediment, near surface, 112, 115
slow and/or incomplete burial, 112
useful time range, 110
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calcination, 56
calcium
cosmogenic 41Ca
applications, 52
feasability, 52
half-life, 51
meteoric, 51
production pathways, 51–52
production rate, 52
target elements, 51
stable nuclides, 51
carbon
cosmogenic 14C
applications, 48, 81
atmospheric production, 47
contamination, 47
half-life, 46
meteoric, 47
dating of pedogenic minerals, 133
production pathways, 47–48
production rate in quartz, 47
target elements, 47
useful time range, 48
carrier, 55–57
isotopically enriched, 57
cation-exchange, 56
Chauvenet’s criterion, 139
chlorine
cosmogenic 36Cl
AMS-target preparation, 57
applications, 51
background, 51
half-life, 49
in basalts, 51
in carbonates, 51
in feldspar, 51
in pedogenic carbonate, 133
interference by 36S, 57
meteoric, 49
dating of pedogenic minerals, 133
production pathways, 50
production rates, 50
target elements, 50
useful time range, 51
nucleogenic 36Cl, 50
stable chlorine, isotopic composition, 49
cloud chamber, 20
cosmic ray
angular intensity distribution, 87
muons, 12
neutrons, 12
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cosmic ray (cont.)
attenuation, 12, See also attenuation
length
detector, 20
discovery of, 1
energy spectrum, 2
galactic, 2–3
muon. See muon
observatory, 23
origin, 3
penumbra, 9, 68, 70
rigidity, 7, 9
solar, 2
energy spectrum, 2
survey, 23–24
cosmic ray, primary
composition, 3
energy spectrum, 3
flux, 8
in dipole field, 9
in non-dipole field, 9
phenomenological description of, 9–10
interaction with geomagnetic field, 7
ionisation losses, 4
secular variation
energy spectrum, 3
flux, 3
cosmic ray, secondary, 3
composition, 4
electron, 7
energy spectrum, 4
neutron, 10
energy spectrum, 24
changes with altitude, 24
thermal. See neutron, thermal,
cosmogenic
photon, 7
cosmogenic nuclide
atmospheric. See cosmogenic nuclide,
meteoric
background
analytical, 56
natural/geological, 26, 29, 44, 79, 99
criteria for usefulness, 26
half-lives, 28, 44
history of discovery, 25
meteoric, 26, 45, 132
production pathways, 18, See also nuclear
reactions
production rate. See also scaling factor
and individual nuclides

effect of geomagnetic field variations, 72
effect of pressure anomalies, 71
effect of solar modulation, 76
from geological calibration, 61–62
from irradiation experiments, 61
from physical principles, 60
from saturated samples, 62
normalization of, 62
production rates, 60
reaction pathways, 28
target elements, 28
target minerals, 28
useful time range, 26–27
cosmogenic thermal neutron. See neutron,
thermal, cosmogenic
CRONUS, 65, 137, 142, 144
-Earth, 148
-EU, 148
web-calculator, 74
cryoturbation, 97, 133
cut-off rigidity, 8, 9
analytical, 68
effective, 10, 68
reconstruction of past values, 68
uncertainty of, 70
synthetic dipole, 70
trajectory tracing derived, 68
data, reporting guidelines, 148
calculation parameters, 154
cosmogenic nuclide data, 151
nuclide specific chemical and
petrographic data, 152
site specific information, 149
decay constant, 27
deflation, 98
dendrochronology, 62
denudation rate, 119, 124,
See also erosion rate
depth profile, 83, 131–133
desert pavement, 98, 117, 133
equilibrium landscape, 132
erosion
eolian, 92–93, 98–99, 105
fluvial, 92
gravitational creep, 92
of boulder, 94
of fluvial terraces, 96–97
of moraines, 92
steady state, 81
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erosion rate, determination of, 77
catchment wide, 120
accuracy, 124
averaging time, 121, 125
consequences of vertically mixed
soil/regolith, 126–127
deriving average production rates, 124
dissolution correction factor, 128
effect of grain size, 122
effect of weathering, 122
effects of landslides, 121
equation for nuclide accumulation,
radionuclide, 121
equation for nuclide acumulation with
a step change in rate, 125–126
homogeneity of lithology, 122
paleo-rates, 130
required model assumptions,
121–124
resilence to human disturbance,
126, 127
sampling considerations, 129, 130
suitable minerals, 129
temporal variabiliy of rates, 125, 126
topographic shielding, 124
limitations due to deep weathering, 119
short-term, 48
steady state
determination of rate with saturated
sample, 81
equation for erosion rate, 118
correction by enrichment factor, 119
for slow erosion, 118
equation for nuclide accumulation
radionuclide, 118
radionuclide, slow erosion, 118
stable nuclide, 118
vertically mixed soil/regolith, 127
erratic, 104
evaporation. See nuclear reaction
exposure dating, 77
eroding surface, 80
equation for exposure age, 81
equation for nuclide concentration, 80
equation for ratio of two
radionuclides, 83
equation for steady state
concentration, 81
exposure age correction factor, 80
minimum age of a surface in steady
state, 81
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use of depth-profiles, 83
maximum time range, 27
minimum age, 80
non-eroding surface, 78
equation for exposure age
radionuclide, 79–80
stable nuclide, 80
equation for nuclide concentration
radionuclide, 79
short exposure, 79
stable nuclide, 79
pedogenic minerals, 133
exposure dating, depositional features
alluvial fan, 96
beach, 96
desert pavement, 98
fluvial, 78, 91
fluvial terrace, 95
bioturbation, 97
cryoturbation, 97
deflation, 98
erosion, 96
estimating time-integrated erosion, 99
indicators of stability, 97, 99
pre-exposure, 99
preservation of, 95, 97
gravitational/rock falls, 78, 91
moraine, 78
angle of repose, 92
boulder, erosion/exhumation,
94, 139
boulder, rotation of, 94
erosion of, 92, 93, 94
outwash plain, glacial, 97
pre-exposure, 91, 92
tectonic displacement of, 108
volcanic, 78, 91, 99
aa lava, 101
ash cover, 99, 102
block lava, 100
flow top erosion, 99
hornito, 101
indicators of preservation,
100–101, 102
influence of lava composion on flow
top features, 99–100
pahoehoe lava, 100
pressure ridge, 101
welded tuff, 99
exposure dating, erosional features, 78
fluvially cut bedrock, 103–104
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exposure dating, erosional features (cont.)
indicators of preservation, 104
glacially striated bedrock, 103
cold/wet-based ice, 103
indicators of preservation, 103–104
inheritance, 103
human excavation, 103, 106
rock-fall scar, 103, 106
wave-cut platform, 103–104
exposure, complex, 46, 49, 82
extinct radionuclide, 44
fault scarp, 51, 103, 106, 108
fluvial terrace. See exposure dating,
depositional features
fuming, 56
garden variety. See cosmogenic nuclide,
meteoric
Geiger counting tube, 20, 23
geomagnetic field, 7, 66
actual, 70
dipole moment, 8
geocentric axial dipole, 66, 68
high order description, 9, 68
non-dipole components, 9
reconstructions, 72–74, 154
uncertainties of, 72
strength, 72
variation of, 72
synthetic, 70
virtual axial dipole moment, VADM, 72
geomagnetic latitude, 9, 66, 72
glacial polish. See exposure dating,
erosional features
glacier
cold-based, 103
wet-based, 103
half-life, definition, 79
helium
atmospheric, 30
atomic radius, 35
cosmogenic 3He, 30
3
H/3He-branching ratio, 34–35
applications, 35
ejection distance, 33, 35
measurement of, 58
production pathways, 31–32
production rate, 31
crustal, 30

diffusion, 31, 35
inherited, 30–31
in-vacuo crushing, 30
mantle derived, 30
matrix-hosted, 30
nucleogenic 3He, 32, 33
ejection distance, 33
production on Li. See helium,
nucleogenic
radiogenic 4He, 31
ejection distance, 32–33
implantation of, 31
radiogenic end-member, 32
retention in minerals, 35
spallogenic 3He/4He production ratio, 30
terrestrial reservoirs, 30
helium, trapped. See helium, inherited
inelastic scattering. See neutron energy,
moderation of
inherited component, 30, See also cosmogenic
nuclide, background natural/
geological
intranuclear cascade. See nuclear reaction,
spallation
ionising radiation, 21
island of steady state erosion, 83,
See also erosion
isobar, 55, 56, 57
krypton
adsorbtion, 43
atmospheric, 42
cosmogenic 81Kr
half-life, 42
cosmogenic Kr
production pathways, 43
target elements, 43
production by fission, 43
ejection distance, 43
retentivity in minerals, 43
lag deposit, 98–99, 133
latitude effect, 8, See also cosmic ray
primary flux
latitude knee, 8, See also cosmic ray
primary flux
lava flow. See exposure dating, depositional
features, volcanic
lepton, 5
Lorentz force, 7
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manganese
cosmogenic 53Mn, 52
applications, 53
interference by 53Cr, 53
meteoric, 53
production pathways, 53
production rate on Fe, 53
target elements, 53
useful time range, 53
mean
arithmetic, 141
error weighted, 141
standard deviation of, 141
meson. See muon
moderation. See neutron energy
moraine. See exposure dating, depositional
features
muon
decay, 5
decay length, 5
deceleration by
Bremstrahlung, 15
ionization, 15
energy spectrum, 6
half-life, 5
interaction with
geomagnetic field, 10
matter, 6
rocks, 15
solar activity, 10
mass, 5
range, 5
neon
atmospheric, 36
atomic radius, 39
cosmogenic 21Ne & 22Ne, 36, 38
applications, 39
measurement of, 58
production pathways, 38–39
production rate
in quartz, 38
influence of major element
composition, 38–39
spallation line, 38
slope of, 39
crustal, 37–38
inherited, 36–37
in-vacuo crushing, 38
mantle derived, 36
mantle trend, 36
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matrix hosted, 38
nucleogenic 21Ne & 22Ne, 37–38
retention in minerals, 39
stepwise heating, 38
three isotope diagram, 36
neutron
energy spectrum, 24
energy, moderation of, 6, 14
epithermal, 6
fast, 6
high-energy, 6
monitor, 21, 23–24, 63–65
Bonner sphere, 24
IGY, 23
median response energy, 23
MN64, 23
moderator, 23
response function, 24
range, 32
slow, 6
thermal, 6, 14
boundary effects, 12
cosmogenic, 14
diffusive loss, 15
effect of moisture and water content, 15
effect of snow cover, 15
environmental, 23
flux, 15
leakage. See neutron, thermal,
diffusive loss
nucleogenic, 18
noble gas
inherited, 29
mass spectrometry, 57
abundance sensitivity, 58
nuclear cascade, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16
nuclear reaction
absorption cross-section, 14
cross-section, 17
10
B(n,a)7Li, 23
35
Cl(n,g) 36Cl, 52
3
He(n,p)3H, 23
40
Ca(n,g)41Ca, 52
6
Li(n,a)3H(b)3He, 32
9
Be(n,g)10Be, 46
de-excitation, 17
ejection distances of products, 33, 43
energy threshold, 17
evaporation, 6, 17, 19
excitation energy, 19
fast muons, 20
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nuclear reaction (cont.)
impacting particle, 3
induced fission, 43
negative muon capture, 19
notation, 5
nucleus binding energy, 3
reaction cross-section, 17
spallation, 3, 6, 16
intranuclear cascade, 16
target nucleus, 16
spontaneous fission, 43
thermal neutron capture, 17, 23, 32, 154
a-particle emission, 17
outliers, treatment of, 139
outwash plain. See exposure dating,
depositional features
paleo-elevation, 130
paleoseismic studies, 51
Peirce’s criterion, 139
penumbra. See cosmic ray penumbra
photographic emulsion, 20–21, 24, 64
tracks, 22
photoneutron, 16
pion, 5
pre-exposure, 91, 92, 139, See also exposure
dating
pressure anomaly, atmospheric, 70,
See also scaling factor
long term, 71
uncertainty of, 71
prongs. See photographic emulsion, tracks
radioactive mean life, definition, 79,
See also half life
radiocarbon dating, 25, 47, 62, 148
rigidity. See cosmic ray rigidity or cut-off
rigidity
sample preparation, 53
chemical, 54
impurities, 54
interferences, 54
mineral separates, 54
physical, 54
typical sample size, 55
sampling
checklist, 144
considerations, 89–90, 92, 94, 97–99, 102,
104–106, 112, 129, 145
notes, template, 146

saturation, 27, 46, 48, 52, 61–62, 81
scaling factor, 24, 154
atmospheric pressure, 66–67, 70, 154
combination of, 63
comparison, 65, 68
coordinate system, 66
definition, 63
from geological calibration, 63
from physical principles, 63
accuracy of, 63
from proxy measurements, 63–64
accuracy of, 65
neutron monitors, 64
photographic emulsions, 64
water targets, 64
geographic coordinates, 66
geomagnetic coordinates, 68
geomagnetic reconstructions, use of, 74,
See also geomagnetic field
geomagnetic variation, 68, 70,
See also geomagnetic field
pressure anomaly correction, 71
solar modulation, 68, 70
standard atmosphere, 66
secondary neutron. See cosmic ray
secondary neutron
secular equilibrium, 41, See also saturation
shielding
correction factor, 84
depth, initial, 80
extreme, 88, 104
loess, 89–90
peat, 89
self, 88
sample thickness, 88–89
snow, 89, 139
dealing with uncertainty, 89, 139
density of, 89
strategy to avoid, 90, 139
variability of, 89
soil, 90
topographic, 85, 88
equation for a obstruction of constant
height, 86
equation for a series of obstructions
of variable height, 87
equation for a triangular obstruction, 87
vegetation, 89–90
volcanic ash, 89–90
water content, 90
SLHL. See cosmogenic nuclide, production
rate, normalization of
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soil, 77
creep, 132
deflation, 133
inflation, 133
laterite formation, 132
mixing, 133
production function, 132
transport, 132
soil dynamics, 131
conceptual models, testing of, 131
solar
activity, 7, 74
in the Holocene, 74
modulation, 7–8, 68, 70, 74
average, 75
in the Holocene, 75
last 50 years, 76
long term, 76
parameter, 7, 76
wind, 7
spallation. See nuclear reaction
standard atmosphere. See scaling factor
star. See photographic emulsion, tracks
subduction recycling, 99
sunspot cycle. See solar activity
supernova, 3
target element, 28
mass, 17
target nucleus. See nuclear reaction,
spallation
target nuclide, 4, See also nuclear reaction
TCN. See cosmogenic nuclide
terrestrial in situ cosmogenic nuclide.
See cosmogenic nuclide
trajectory
forbidden, 9
primary particle, 7, 9
tracing, 9, 68
tree-throw, 94, 126

uncertainty
analytical/observational, 134,
136, 142
geological, 134, 139, 141, 142
methodological, 133, 136, 142–143
angular dependency of cosmic ray
flux, 137
half-life, 137
mass-attenuation, 139
scaling factor, 136, 137
outliers, treatment of, 139, 140
random, 134
systematic, 134
uplift, determination of rate, 130–131
uplift, effect on producion rates, 90
varve chronology, 62
ventifact, 97–98, See also erosion,
eolian
wave cut platform. See exposure dating,
erosional features
weathering
chemical, 119, 132
contrast, 98
enrichment factor, zirconium,
119, 129
of bedrock, 132
resistance, 99
xenon
adsorbtion, 43
atmospheric, 42
cosmogenic Xe, 25
in barite, 25, 43
production pathways, 43
target elements, 43
production by fission, 43
ejection distance, 43
retentivity in minerals, 43
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